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We introduce a parameter of indexing functions and show its relation to lower bounds for sorting 
algorithms on mesh-connected computers that follow from the Chain Theorem. We give lower 
and upper bounds for the parameter. Conclusions from our results are: (1) no matter what index- 
ing function is used any sorting algorithm must execute 2.27n+ O( 1) steps; (2) the best lower 
bound true for all indexing functions that we can hope to prove by the Chain Theorem argument 
is 23 + O( 1). 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we study a combinatorial problem that arises in considerations of 
sorting problems on a mesh-connected computer. As usual in such cases, it is of 
main concern to design fast algorithms and to prove lower bounds for the complexi- 
ty of the problem to get an idea how good designed algorithms are. 
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Sorting on a mesh-connected computer has received much attention lately 
[1,2.4,5,7-M]. It turns out that the efficiency of a sorting algorithm depends on 
the indexing function used (see [I]), i.e., the function which for each i, 15 iln2, 
specifies the final location in the mesh of processors of the element of rank i. For 
a snake-like row-major indexing scheme an algorithm running in 3n + o(n) steps is 
known (Schnorr and Shamir [ 15]), and it is also known to be optimal (Kunde [4], 
Schnorr and Shamir [ 151). So far, no sorting algorithm is known that would run in 
(3-z)n + o(n) steps, for some ~0. Also, the snake-like row-major and snake-like 
column-major indexing schemes are the only (up to trivial variations) indexing 
schemes for which fastest known algorithms are known to be optimal. 
Clearly, sorting on an 11 x 11 mesh of processors must take at least 2~ steps. The 
element vrhose final location is in the processor in a corner of the mesh may initially 
be stored rn the processor in the opposite corner, and it takes at least 2n steps merely 
to move it to its proper final destination. This “structure-based” lower bound is too 
weak. No sorting algorithm running in 2n steps is known (and as we wil! see later, 
no such algorithm can exist). Only recently, a more powerful lower bound tech- 
nique, knoL’n as the joker-zone method, was discovered by Kunde [4] and Schnorr 
and Shamir [ 151. They used the method to show that 3n is a lower bound for the 
running time of any algorithm sorting into snake-like row-major or row-major in- 
dexing schemes. Their method was subsequently refined by Han and Igarashi [l]. 
They developed an argument based on the so-called Chain Theorem, and proved 
that (1 + fi/2)n + O(1) is a lower bound for the running time of any sort%g 
algorithm, no matter what indexing function is used. (In the paper we use the 
following convention: for functions f, g and h defined on the same set D 
(1) f(x) =g(s) + @(k(x)) means that there are constants A and B such that 
go-) - Ah(x) - B rfc u) 5 g(x) + A h(x) + B; 
(2) f(s) rg(x) + 0(/1(s)) means that there are constants A and B such that 
f(x) zg(s) + Ah(s) + B; 
(3) f(s)_(g(x) + 0(/z(u)) means that there are constants A and B suzl~ that 
f(x) s g(x) + Ah(s) + B. ) 
Han and Igarashi [I] also constructeti an example of a poor indexing scheme; any 
algorithm sorting into this indexing scheme must execute at ieast 4n + O(fi) steps. 
Kunde [6] applied a joker-zone argument to derive an indexing scheme independent 
lower bound of 2.25~ and suggested that this bound may be the limit of the joker- 
zone argument. Several of the results discussed above were extended to the case of 
meshes with wrap-around connections [6] (in particular, an indexing srheme in- 
dependent lower bound of 1.5~ was given there) and d-dimensional mesh- onnected 
computer [2,5]. 
The main contribution of this paper is the formalization of the Chain Theorem 
of Han and Igarashi [I] and an in-depth study of the power of the theorem. To this 
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end, for an indexing function I we define a combinatorial parameter called stretch 
and denoted s(l), and we show that lower bounds implied by the Chain Theorem 
directly depend on this parameter. This new version of the Chain Theorem is used 
in the subsequent sections to obtain two main results of the paper. Our first result 
(Section 3) provides a lower bound for s(1); this allows to prove that independent 
of an indexing function, every sorting algorithm requires at least 2.27n steps, an im- 
provement over the old bounds (1 + fi/2)~ + @(I) of [I] and 2.2% of 161. Our 
second result (Section 4) exhibits an indexing function I with s(l) = 03 + O( 1). This 
outlines limits for the power of the Chain Theorem. More precisely, it says that the 
best universal (independent of an indexing function) lower bound we can hope to 
obtain by an argument based exclusively on the Chain Theorem is 29. 
2. Preliminaries and problem formulation 
We consider a general model of a synchronous n x n mesh-connected processor 
array as given in [ 151. It is denoted by M(0 . . m, 0.. HI); here, and throughout the 
paper tn = n - 1. Each processor at location (i,j), Or i, jc m, is denoted by M(i, j). 
The distance between M(ii, iz) and M( j,, j,) is defined as Ii, -jr 1 + Ii2 - j2 ) and 
denoted by $((ir, iz), (j,, jz)). Processor M(i,, iz) is directly connected with processor 
A&,, j,) if and only if d((i,,&), (j,, j,))= 1. This model is illustrated in Fig. 1. All 
n2 processors work in parallel with a single clock, but they may run different pro- 
grams. As for sorting computation, the initial contents of M(0 . . m, 0 . . m) are 
assumed to be n2 items drawn from a totally ordered set, where each processor has 
exactly one item. The final contents of M(0 . . m, 0 . . m) is the sorted sequence of the 
items in a specific order. In one step each processor can communicate with al! of 
its directly connected neighbor processors. The interchange of items in a pair of 
directly connected processors or the replacement of the item in a processor with the 
item in one of its directly connected processors can be done in one step. The com- 
puting time is defined as the number of parallel steps of such basic operations to 
reach the final configuration. The biggest distance between two processors in the 
same row (or column) is tn. 
Fig. 1. A mesh-connected processor array. 
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A one-to-one function I: (0, 1,...,r77)2+ (1,2,...,n’) is called an indexing func- 
tion. Given an mdexing function I, the goal is to sort II’ items initially stored in the 
nz processors o that when the algorithm terminates, the item of rank k (the kth 
smallest) is located in processor M(i,j), where I(i,j) = k. A family of indexing func- 
tions, one for each n, sharing some property is called an indexing scheme. Various 
indexing schemes are shown in Fig. 2. 
A subset of M(0 . . IZZ, 0.. nt) is called a region. For a region S the number of pro- 
cessors in S will be called the cardinality of S and will be denoted (S I. In the sequel 
we often assume that the mesh of processors is embedded in the real plane in such 
a way that processor M(i,j) is being located in poirlt (i, j). In this geometric setting 
the cardinality of a region is easy to compute. If P 1s a convex polygon in the plane, 
then the set of processors located in points of P has cardinality equal to IPI + O(p), 
where 1 P I is the area of P and p is the perimeter of P. The formula remains true 
if P is not convex but is the union of two interior-disjoint convex polygons. 
Throughout the paper, for any two real numbers a and 6, [a, b] denotes the set 
of all integers j, such that al jl 6. Each set of processor locations of the form 
I-- ‘([a, b]) is called a chain under indexing function I (or a chain if I is understood). 
The length of such a chain is I[n, b]l. If (i,, i2) is in (9 m>” and x is a positive real 
number, (M( j,, j,): d((i,, i2), (j,, j2))sx) is called a corner region and is denoted 
Row-major Snake-like row-major 
W 
Diagonal-major Snake-like diagonal major 
(e> 
ShufUe-major 2-column-block-major 
Fig. 2. Various indexing schemes. 
by CREG((ii, &);x). An open corner region is the set (M(j,,j,): d((i,, i2), (j,,j,)) <x>, 
and it is denoted by CREGo((ii, &);x). The set of all processors that are at distance 
at least m -x from all four processors M(O,O), M(0, in), M(rzz, 0), and M(HZ,HZ) is
called a center region and is denoted by CENT(x). 
Consider now an indexing function 1 and a corner region R = CREG((i,j);x), for 
some real x, Osxs2m. Let c be the length of a longest chain contained in R, and 
let t(R) be the smallest real number t such that CI ICREG((i,j);t)l (t(R) is well 
defined, in fact, it is an integer). Finally, put s(R) =x- t(R). The stretch s(l) of I 
is defined as s(1) = sup s(R), where the supremum is taken over all corner regions R. 
The following theorem has been derived in [ 11 and is called the Chain Theorem. 
We present a proof of this theorem here since the theorem is given in a new formula- 
tion, in terms of the parameter s(l). The theorem gives a lower bound for sorting 
into t!ie order specified by an indexing function I in terms of s(lj and is easier to 
apply rhan the previous version. 
Theorem 2.1. Let I be an indexing function. Then, every algorithm for sorting n2 
items into the order specified by I takes at least 2n + s(l) + O(1) steps. 
Proof. Let us consider a region R = CREG((i,j);x), for some i,je 10, m> and some 
real number x, Oz~x~2rn. Let c, t(R) and s(R) be defined as above. Consider any 
sorting algorithm A. After 2n - t(R) + O( 1) steps of this algorithm, the current con- 
tent y of the processor M(i,j) does not depend on the values initially stored in the 
processors of the corner region Ri = CREG((ln - i, m -j), t(R)) (by the routine 
distance argument). By setting appropriately the values of the elements initially 
stored in the processors of region IT1 we can force y to have any of the c+ 1 con- 
secutive ranks in the whole set. One of these ranks must be assigned by I to a loca- 
tion outside region R (recall that the length of the longest chain in R is c). Thus, 
in the worst case, algorithm A has still to pzrform at least x+ O( 1) steps. Conse- 
quently, the total number of steps required is at least 2n - t(R) +-x+ O(1) = 
2n +s(R) + O( 1). Since R has been chosen arbitrarily, the assertion follows. c] 
This theorem points to the importance of the parameter s(l) in studying lower 
bounds for sorting on mesh-connected computers. In this paper we study the 
paraaneter s, - min s(l), where the minimum is taken over all possible indexing 
functions on an n xn mesh of processors. We show that 0.27nrs,, (hence, everv 
sorting algorithm must require at least 2.27n steps), and that s,, ~0.91 (hence, the 
best universal ower bound that can be obtained using the Chain Theorem only is 
2.32). 
3. Lower bound 
In this section we will show two theorems each giving a lower bound for s,,. ? he . . 
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first one gives the lower bound initially presented in [I]. The new form of the Chain 
Theorem allows for an especially elegant and short proof. We present it here to 
illustrate the way the Chain Theorem is applied and to help better understand the 
approach behind the proof of the improved lower bound for s,, which is the main 
result of this section (Theorem 3.3). WC start with the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let a be a real number, O%a+. 
(a) /-‘([an’, (1 - a)n’]) s CENT(( 1 - fi)n + s(l) + O( 1)). 
(b) Let ,v,=inf(x: [CENT@)1 > ([an’,(l -a)n’]l). We have 
AT‘/ = II nfiZG+O(l), ifOla+, n(l+)+O(l), iff<a+. 
Proof. (a) Let b be an ‘I,. -r, b E [an’, (1 - a)&]. Suppose b $ CENT(( 1 - J&)/I + 
s(l)+ 1). Then, fol * i . i’ 4 ;)E (0,/n)‘, bECREGo((i,j);n$&-s(l)-2). Let 
cJ((r,~ ), I ’ @I)) = A- and let ‘: REG((i,j), 2171 -A-). Clearly, XC nfi-s(l) - 2, and 
the longest chain contained in R has length at most (1 -a)& Hence, t(R)r 
217 - I$%. Consequently, s(R) = 2172 -x - t(R) > s(l), a contradiction. 
(b) Follows directly from the following formuia for the number of elements in a 
center region: 
jCENT(_y)j 5 
2x’ -t O(X), if 05x5 971, 
II? - 2(/j? -x)‘+ @(777 -x), if 9777Cxc 177. 3 
Theorem 3.2 (Han and Igarashi [l]). s,, 1 (fi/2 - 1)n + O( 1). 
Proof. Let us consider an arbitrary indexing function I. Under the notation from 
Lemma 3.1 we have 
(this follows from Lemma 3.1(a)). Hence (by Lemma 3.1(b)), 
s(l) 1 c n~i72--n++- l)+@(l), if OSalf, n(@- 6) + O(l), +<ac$. 
Masimizing the right-hand side with respect to a we get s(l)~(+,k- 1)n + O(l), as 
claimed. C: 
Nest, we present an improvement on this result. We first prove an auxiliary 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Consider two center regions B, and B,, and regions Ci and D,, 
i= 1,2,3,4, as shown in Fig. 3. Deficle Hi=CiUDiUCi+Ir i= 1,2,3, and HJ= 
C, U D4 U C4. Put B = B, - B?, b = 1 B! , and d = ID, 1 (regions Di have all the same 
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size). Assume that more than +b + 2d elements of B are colored with blue and green 
and suppose that there is at least one element of each color. Then ai least one of 
the regions Hi contains elements of both colors. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that there are no less blue 
elements than green elements. 
Case 1: There exists a green element in U;‘_ , Ci. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that there is a green element in C, . Since more than $b + d elements 
are colored blue, there exists a blce element not in C3 U Dz U D3, and the assertion 
of the lemma holds. 
Case 2: All green elements are in U:=, Di. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that there is a green point in D, . Since more than +b + 2d elements in B are 
colored and no green element is in C, U C-,, there is at least one blue element in 
CI UC?. Thus, the assertion of the lemma holds in this case, too. Kl 
Theorem 3.4. s,, z0.27n + O( 1). 
Proof. Let I be an arbitrary indexing function. Suppose that s(l)<O.27n. Consider 
two sets A, =I-‘([0.2ln’,0.79n’]) and Az=l-‘([0.395n’,0.605n2]). By Lemma 
3.1(a), for every sufficiently large n, Ai c Bi 3 where Bi = CENT(xim), x1 = 0.622 and 
-1-2 =0.3812 (recall that m = n - 1). Regions Bi and other regions we will consider in 
the proof are shown in Fig. 4. Let B = B, - Bz and l= 0.1123024. Color all elements 
in I-‘([0.21n’,0.395n’]) in blue and all elements in I-‘([0.605n2,0.79n2]) in green. 
Altogether, there are 0.37n’ + O( 1) colored elements. These colored elements must 
be located in B, . At most / B2 j - (0.21n’) + O(1) of them can be located in B2, as 
A& Bz and ,A,, =0.2IM’+O(l). Since j Bzl =2(x& + O(m) = 2(x2n)’ + O(n), 
at least 0.2893n’+ O(n) of the colored elements are located in B. In particular, 
it follows that B contains both blue and green points. Observe that (B j = 2(xp02 - 
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Z(.Y+) - 3(x-, III - $?I)’ + O(W). Denote by d the common cardinality of regions Q 
and observe that d = @(xl -_Qn + O(nz). Hence, the number of colored elemenis 
in f? is bigger (for sufficiently large n) than +I BJ + 2d. Thus, by Lemma 3.3, there 
are both blue and green points in one of the regions Ifi (see the notation of Lemma 
3.3), say in H3. Consider now set A, =I-‘([0.39%1’,0.605n’]). It has 0.2ln’+@(l) 
elements. All of them belong to Bz. Kotice, that the cardinality of the region 
EFGH is given by (.Y~I~I)~+~/~~,~II~ +@(I@ and thus it contains at most 
0.206/z’+ O(n) eleml:nts. Therefore, f._ r every sufficiently large n, there is an ele- 
ment in A, that belongs to H3. Let R be the corner region determined PY the line 
PQ and containing H,. It follows that the longest chain in R has length at most 
0.395n’ + a[!). Thus, s(R) > 0.27n + O(l), as required. Zl 
Remark. The values for x1, _I-, and I where found by maximizing formulas similar 
to the one that appears in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Since in the case of the proof 
of Theorem 3.3 the formulas used (and their derivations) are much more com- 
plicated, we decided not to include them into the proof and only use the values x1, 
x2 and I these formulas imply. 
We conclude this section with a theorem being a corollary of Theorems 2.1 and 
3.4. 
Theorem 3.5. No matter’ what indexing function is used, any algorith:n for sorting 
n’ item on a mesh-conuected computer takes at least 2.27n + O(1) steps. 
4. Limit of the chain argument 
The key element of the arguments of the preceding section is the Chain Theorem. 
In this section we study the power of the chain argument. It turns out that the best 
lower bound we can hope to obtain using this type of argument is 2.9 + O( 1). To 
justify this claim M< will construct an indexing function I with s(l)~O.5~ + O( 1). 
Before we define a suitable indexing function let us note that the sets 
CREGo((i,j), rim]), for i,je {0,777)’ and CENT( r+rttl) form a partition of the se+ 
of all processors. For brevity, we denote CREGo((i,j), [97771), for i, je (0, m}2 by 
A,i and CENT( [$7?1) by C. Let a= 1~4,~ j (it does not depend on i and j) and 
c = 1 C I. Let us assume now that an indexing function I satisfies the following . e- 
quirements: 
(I) Processors in A,, (respectively Ao,,,! ) will be assigned odd (respectively even) 
integers from { 1, . . . , 2a), processors in C will be assigned elemems from 
{2a+ 1,2a+2, . . ..r+ -2a], and processors in A,,I,o (respectively A,,,J will be 
assigned odd (respectively even) integers fro;n {n’ - 2a + 1, n’ - 2a + 2,. . . , n’). 
(2) For every x= M(il, j,) and y =A& jz>, 
(a) if x and y are both in Ao,(r or in A,,l,,,, and i, -j, c i2 - jz, then I(x) > I(y), 
(b) if x and y are both in Aa,,! or in A,,,,o and i, + j, <i2 + j2, then I(::)> I(y), 
(c) if x and y are both in C and i, < i?, then I(x) < I(y). 
An example of an indexing function satisfying requirements (1) and (2) (for n =9) 
is given in Fig. 5. It is clear that indexing functiols satisfying (1) and (2) exist for 
every positive n. (Top leftmost corner contains M(O,O), top rightmost corner con- 
tains M(0, in).) 
Fig. 5. 
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Them-em 4.1. If an indexing function satisfies requitwuents (1) and (2), then 
s(l) =0.5n+ O(1). Hence, s,,(:O.5n+ @(I). 
Proof. To prove the theorem, we show that no matter what corner region R= 
CREG(i,j;x) is used, s(R) =x- t(R)(O.5n + O( 1). We consider first the case when 
i= m and j= in, and we split it into four subcases according to x. In cases 2, 3 and 
4, the elements contained in the interior of region B indicated with the bold line in 
Fig. 6(a), (b) and (c), respectively, form a chain. (In this figure, we assume that the 
top leftmost corner contains processors M(O,O) and the top rightmost corner con- 
tains processor M(0, m).) The length of this chain is equal to IBI -+ O(y), where lB1 
is the area of the polygon B and p is the perimeter of B. (Note :hat in (cj B is the 
union of two interior-disjoint convex polygons.) 
Case 1: OsxrO.5m. In this case s(R)~xa0.5.~1, as required. 
Case 2: 0.5m~xrcn. In this case, (see Fig. 6(a)) IB( = fb’ and y = O(b), where 
b=x-0.5. Hence, t(R)=bp+@(l). Since O<bsO.5rn, s(R)=x-t(R)< 
0.5nt + O( 1). 
Case 3: m<xl1.5nz. In this cast, (see Fig. 6(b)) (B( = f(2m’ - 2bm - b’) and 
p = Q(m), where b = 1.5m - x. Since O.l875m’+O(m)r (Bi sO.5n?, s(R)= 1.5m-- 
b - 1/(2m’ - 2brn - b’)/2 + O( 1). As 05 b< 0.5m, also in this case we have s(R) 5 
0.5177 + O( 1). 
Case 4: 1.5tn<x~2m. IBI =0.75&++(s- 1.5in)’ and p=@(m). [B[ rO.75&+ 
WI) SO, S(R) = $3K- (x- 1.5/n)‘+_v- 2/n + a(l). Since, 1.5/n <x(2/71, s(W)a 
0.5m + O( 1) follows. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. 
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In the other three cases for the corner we consider identical subcases and get the 
same formulas for t(H) and s(R) as in the corresponding subcase for the corner 
(m, tn). This completes the proof. 0 
Recently, we improved on the upper bound for s,, given by Theorem 4.1. Using 
a similar but more complex indexing function, we showed that s,,lO.467n + O( 1). 
The details of the construction, which are tedious and do not provide any new in- 
sight into the problem, are not included in this paper. They can be found in 131. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we investigated parameter s,, that arises when proving lower bounds 
for sorring on a mesh-connected computer using the Chain Theorem. We showed 
that 0.27+ @(l)z~s,,(0.5n+@(l). The gap between the bounds is still quite big 
and leaves room for improvement. Improving the lower bound on s,, (we believe 
that it can be improved) would give a better lower bound for sorting on a mesh- 
connected computer. However, even the bound we were able to obtain indicates 
that, unlike in the case of l-dimensional mesh-connected computer, in the 2-dimen- 
sional case the simple distance-base.;l lower bound cannot be achieved. The upper 
bound on s,,, which we proved by exhibiting a class of indexing functions I with 
s(l) = 0.5~~ c O( 1) shows the limit of the Chain Theorem in proving lower bounds. 
Although the Chain Theorem is strong enough to prove optir;ality (up to the leading 
term) of the 3n + o(n) algorithm of Schnorr and Schamir [15], it seems unlikely that 
an indexing function exists that would admit a sorting algorithm runGng in 
(3 -e)n -i-o(n) steps. So, in general, stronger lower-bound techniques are needed. 
Another interesting problem is to Lprove the upper bounds for various indexing 
schemes. Even for the row-major indexing scheme we do not know whether there 
exists an algorithm sorting in less than 4n strps (the lower bound following from 
the Chain Theorem is 3n + 8( 1)). This problem seems particularly worth. of future 
studies. 
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